Professional Radio Solutions

Alan HP08
Quality, professional features
and performances
at an extremely competitive price
Compatible with the main professional devices.
Operating bands:
› VHF 136-174MHz (HP108)
› UHF 400-520MHz (HP408 L/H)
The HP08 series is equipped with all the main
functions required today in the professional radio
communications.
HP08 is able to program all the functions and
parameters required by the latest radio equipments.

The package includes all the accessories suitable for a
prompt use: rapid desktop charger and Li-Ion battery
pack.

Vox/Vox B
Built-in Scrambler
Waterproof

DIMENSIONS: 53(l) x 97(h) x 33(d) mm

The built-in scrambler, with 8 selectable levels, ensures
privacy during conversations by encoding of calls.

Professional Radio Solutions
A heap of advantages
Alan HP08 series
›› 180 channels
Customizable channel name on the display
›› Channel groups
›› Customizable welcome message
›› Backlit LCD display with service icons.
›› Backlight programmable in 3 different modes: off,
continuous and with a fixed time (5 seconds)
›› Backlit keypad
12 keys + UP/DOWN controls and keypad lock
›› Battery voltage displayed
›› Standard customizable CTCSS tones and DCS digital
codes
›› Roger beep on/off
›› Signal strength indicator
›› 2 modes of Busy channel lock out – BCLO – (block
of the transmission if the channel is busy)
›› Selective call 5 tones, 5+5 standard
›› Built-in inversion scrambler with 8 different
selectable codes or
›› 3 scan modes: on busy channel, on busy channel
and automatic restarting, on busy channel and
automatic restarting without signal
›› Programmable password to guarantee safety in
your conversations
›› “Transpond” function: sends the user’s identifier as
call confirmation

›› Battery save function
›› Time Out Timer: programs the maximum duration of
conversations, optimizing the use of radio channels.
›› Inbuilt VOX adjustable on 8 sensitivity levels and 4
delay levels
›› VOX B. : deactivates the transmission in case of
incoming signal. Allows hands-free conversation

›› Adjustable power: 5W max programmable
›› Squelch adjustment
›› Housing in aluminum, shock and drop resistant
›› IP54 protection
›› Battery life up to 12 hours

Accessories
Rapid desktop charger, Li-Ion rechargeable battery
pack 1600 mAh, wide range of microphones and
earphones, carry-case.

Models

Codes

Frequency Band

HP108

G1176

VHF: 136÷174 MHz

HP408L

G1177

UHF: 400÷470 MHz

HP408H

G1177.01

UHF: 465÷520MHz
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›› Compander (voice compression).

